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Just King is an action auto-battler with roguelike elements. Assemble your party to venture into different lands fighting fearsome kings and their deadly armies. Use your loot to hire and upgrade mighty heroes. or the bard. Destroy tons of enemies
using multiple gameplay styles Move the party to engage or run from chaotic combat Hire and upgrade awesome heroes in an auto-battler shop Use 17 characters and their synergies to creates powerful combinations Discover and wield many
legendary items to boost your party Fight deadly bosses to unlock new areas, enemies, heroes and mechanics Defeat wave after wave after wave of hundreds of zone enemies Endure environmental challenges across 3 different biomes Be patient with
the Bard, he's trying his best Add the game to your wishlist so you don't miss our release sale! We are launching a new project! It is a full remake of the game. Almost everything has been remade! The graphics, sound and...err..umm...everything! We
hope you'll like it. Attention! It looks like the torrent doesn't work Changelog v1.1.1 -After battle, it's possible to fight multiple enemies. The final enemy will always be defeated and you'll receive the experience and money bonus based on his/her level.
The rest of the enemies just join you in the same line, but can also be defeated. -Extra lives are added in battle. More in the config.ini. -Added Saws, Skeletons and Sharpshooters. -Added trash loot. The loot system has been modified. Now you can get
items that aren't "blessed" and that you can't eat! -Less items are spawned in maps. -Less items are spawned in dungeon and level of the final boss. Also some uses of random chance. -Modified bosses' level. And added Saws, Skeletons,
Sharpshooters... Changelog v1.0.0 -Unfortunetely the torrent doesn't work -First release! Changelog v0.9.0 -What's new? -Added Saws, Skeletons and Sharpshooters. -Modified bosses' level. And added Saws, Skeletons, Sharpshooters... -Added Extra
lives, in the config.ini. -Added

Nether: Resurrected Features Key:
A ballistic pursuit video game
There is a 3d map and the player can move in each axis while the map moves.
You can control your ballistic pursuit either by
:
with the 1/2 > button
with the Up/Down
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